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The Read-Shockley treatment of small-angle grain boundaries in crystals is generalized to the case of
quasicrystals. The dependence of the grain-boundary energy on the angle of mismatch between abutting
quasicrystalline grains is calculated. It is found that, even for a symmetric tilt boundary in a quasicrys-
tal, dislocations with at least two types of Burgers vectors are required; these dislocations have to be ar-
ranged quasiperiodically along the boundary. The possible clumping of these dislocations to form com-
posites is discussed. Explicit calculations are presented for a pentagonal quasicrystal.
Translationally ordered solids, either crystals or quasi-
crystals, can have grain boundaries, which are interfaces
between regions with different orientations. Such boun-
daries are well known in periodic crystals,' and they
have been reported recently in quasicrystals.2 Frank3
and Read and Shockley4 have shown how small-angle
grain boundaries in crystals can be described as arrays of
dislocations [planar (linear) arrays in three (two) dimen-
sions]. Read and Shockley use this description to calcu-
late the dependence of the (zero-temperature) grain-
boundary energy on the angle of mismatch between
abutting crystalline grains. In this paper we generalize
the Read-Shockley treatment of small-angle grain boun-
daries to quasicrystals.
Our principal results are as follows: (l) Whereas a
symmetric tilt boundary (the simplest) in a crystal can
be obtained by using an array of only one type of disloca-
tion,4 in a quasicrystal it can be obtained only by using
an array of at least two types of dislocations, alternating
quasiperiodically along the boundary. The dislocations
in the array must be chosen and arranged in such a way
that the sum of their Burgers vectors has a phonon part
that scales as L and a phason part that vanishes as L ~ [ ,
where L is the linear size of the array. This was shown
first for an incommensurate smectic liquid crystal.5 (2)
An array of dislocations that does not satisfy the above
conditions leads to strains in the quasicrystals that do not
vanish infinitely far from the array. Thus, the energy
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/j= y /«y- + fly«,-) is the strain tensor, w//
= di\Vj, and we sum over repeated i and j indices. Note
that Ee\ has rotational invariance built into it: Fields
with constant, finite Vxu do not cost any energy. How-
ever, w fields with constant, finite Vxw do cost energy,
because they lead to relative rotations of the density
waves (see below) of which the quasicrystal is constitut-
ed.
It is easy to see now why in a quasicrystal an array of
only one type of dislocation yields an energy proportional
to Ld: As in a crystal, such an array leads to a relative
rotation of the regions of quasicrystal on either side of
cost of such an array scales as Ld for a ^-dimensional
quasicrystal and not as Ld~' as required for a true grain
boundary. (3) As in a crystal,4 the intensive energy per
unit area (length if d = 2) of a grain boundary is E =C\6
— C2#ln0, where 9 is the tilt angle, and Ci and Ci de-
pend on the orientation of the grain boundary and on the
elastic constants of the quasicrystal. We calculate these
for a symmetric tilt boundary in a pentagonal quasicrys-
tal,6 by assuming a specific arrangement of dislocations
(see below). (4) We show that, if the phason elastic
constants are sufficiently large, dislocations in the grain
boundary clump to form composites whose size scales as
(K/n) '^4, where K and /i are typical phason and phonon
elastic constants, respectively. (5) We obtain the struc-
ture of such a grain boundary (Fig. 1) in a pentagonal
quasicrystal by using elastic theory.7
In the remaining part of this paper we give the argu-
ments that lead to the results summarized above. These
arguments hold for all quasicrystals with dimensions
d>2. We substantiate these arguments with explicit
calculations for two-dimensional, pentagonal quasicrys-
tals.
The elastic energy density of a quasicrystal depends on
derivatives of two fields: u (the phonon part) and w (the
phason part). [Spatially uniform u (i.e., uniform
translations) and spatially uniform w (this shifts density
waves relative to one another in a density-wave descrip-
tion) do not cost any energy.] For example, for pentago-
nal quasicrystals, the elastic energy density is7'8
(^ —^ )] (j)
I the array; i.e., far from the array there is a u field with
uniform nonzero Vxu, which costs no energy. In a
quasicrystal, however, energy dislocation has both u and
w parts, and so the same argument yields a constant,
nonzero Vx w far from the array. Such a field has a
nonzero energy density at infinity. Thus the total energy
of an array of only one type of dislocation scales as Ld in
a quasicrystal. Such an array is clearly not a grain
boundary.
We now show how, using more than one type of dislo-
cation, it is possible to construct an array which leads to
FIG. 1. A pentagonal quasicrystal with a 24.8° symmetric
tilt boundary runn ing vertically down the middle of the picture.
The grain boundary was generated by an array of type (2) de-
scribed in the text.
orientational mismatch between two quasicrystalline re-
gions and has an energy proportional to Ld~l. Such an
array is a natural candidate for a grain boundary. The
construction is simple. The dislocations in the array are
chosen and arranged such that the sum of their Burgers
vectors has a u part proportional to L and a w part that
vanishes as L ~ ' . The u part produces the desired rela-
tive rotation between the regions on either side of the ar-
ray. Since the w part vanishes as L~], Vxw=0 far
from the boundary. Thus the only contribution to the
energy of the array must come from the nonuniform u
and w fields in the vicinity of the array. Therefore the
energy must scale as L '.
We illustrate below this construction of a grain bound-
ary for a two-dimensional, pentagonal quasicrystal. Dis-
locations7^' in such a quasicrystal have four-dimensional
Burgers vectors B=bffid, where the two-dimensional
vectors b and d are
*; (2)
u and w are, respectively, phonon and phason fields and
the line integrals are along any closed contour that sur-
rounds the core of the dislocation. The four-dimensional
hypercubic lattice of these Burgers vectors can be gen-
erated by any four of the five vectors Bn=(bn ,dn) ,
n =0-4, bn =ft(sin(2«7r/5),cos(2M;r/5)), dn =b<3n), and
(3/2> = 3/2(modS); no Burgers vector can lie in the b=0
or d=0 planes.7(b) To construct a grain boundary, we
must, therefore, form an array with more than one type
of dislocation such that their w fields cancel in the mean.
This is easy to do for a pentagonal quasicrystal: Since
bi+b4=2b0cos(720)=CTbo [where CT = T~ '=(75 - I)/
2] and d i+d4= —rdo, a linear array of BO and A = B|
+ 84 dislocations, with the density of type BO chosen to
be T times that of type A, has a total b component (pho-
non part) proportional to L and a total d component
(phason part) that vanishes as L ~' .
There are two natural choices for such an array: (1) a
periodic array of dislocations of types BO, with spacing D
between successive dislocations and, superimposed on
this array, another periodic array of dislocations of type
A, with spacing rD between successive dislocations; (2)
an array with equal spacings between successive disloca-
tions, but a quasiperiodic sequence of dislocations of
types BO and A, for example, the Fibonacci sequence
BoABoBoA. . . obtained by starting with the symbol BO
and using the recursion scheme BO—- BoA, A—> BO an
infinite number of times. Note that dislocations can
come arbitrarily close to each other in the first array but
not in the second.9 This makes the latter more appealing
than the former on physical grounds; however, calcula-
tions of the grain-boundary energy become analytically
tractable if we use the first array (see below). We do not
expect these two different arrays to yield qualitatively
different elastic energies.
In Fig. 1 we show a density-wave picture7(b) of a sym-
metric tilt boundary in a two-dimensional, pentagonal
quasicrystal, obtained using array type (2). Eight B0
and five A dislocations are placed along the x axis in a
Fibonacci sequence with a spacing D=2b between suc-
cessive dislocations. Thus the mean tilt angle is 6
=tan~1[(8-r-5<r)/24]=24.8°. The density at r = (x,y)
is p(r) =£nexp(/G«T + i0n), where
G,,=(cos(2;r«/5),sin(2;rrt/5)), n=0, . . . , 4 ,
0n =GH-uT+G(3«;5-w r , and the total phonon and pha-
son fields u r and w r are, respectively, the sums (ob-
tained numerically) of the u and w fields of individual
dislocations. These dislocation fields have been calculat-
ed by De and Pelcovits.8 For purposes of simplicity,
hereafter we set KI —Kj =0 [see Eq. (1)]. Then, for one
dislocation,
2n
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r= | r , «i =(^+A.)/(2p + A.), and 0:2—1 ~<*i- By using
Eqs. (3) we calculate p(r). We then obtain Fig. 1 by
darkening areas where p(r) > —0.5. This figure shows
clearly the tilt associated with the grain boundary that
we have constructed.
We calculate the stress fields and energy of the grain
boundary we have constructed by generalizing Read and
Shockley's method for crystals.4 The phonon and pha-
son stress fields cry and Py are determined in terms of
the corresponding strain fields in the standard way by
the relations cry = 8Ee\/Sutj and Py = 6Ee\/Swjj, with Ee\
given by (1). For the grain boundary, we calculate cry
and P,-j by summing the contributions from each disloca-
tion in the array. The contribution from the vth disloca-
tion, located at r ( v ) = (xM,yM), and with Burgers vec-
tor (0,b(v\0,dM) is easily shown to be
^ (x-xM)2-(y-yM)2y , f tv\ •
y-yM
For an array of type (1), with the two types of disloca-
tions BO and A located, say, at x = (m + j )D and x
= (m + y ) T/>, respectively, with m any integer, the sum
of cry and P,j can be done exactly using standard
methods of complex analysis. I0
Given cry and Py, a straightforward generalization of
Read and Shockley's approach shows that the elastic en-
ergy per unit length of our grain boundary can be ex-
pressed as the sum of contributions from each disloca-
tion:
lim (4)
where the integral is evaluated along the slip plane rv of
the vth dislocation. For rational, small-angle grain
boundaries in crystals, the integral is the same for each
dislocation in the array, and hence the sum is trivial.
However, each dislocation in a small-angle grain bound-
ary in a quasicrystal (and in an irrational boundary in a
crystal) experiences a different stress field and, therefore,
contributes a different amount to the total grain-boun-
dary energy. Thus, the total grain-boundary energy per
dislocation is the average of the contributions of all dislo-
cations. Since the set of distances between dislocations
of types BO and A is uniformly dense, we approximate
this average as follows: The stress-field environment of
every Bo-type dislocation can be simulated by focusing
on a single Bo-type dislocation (e.g., at x = — D/2) and
successively displacing the sublattice formed by the A-
type dislocations along the x axis through distances be-
longing to this dense set. Hence we replace the sum by
an integral over the continuum of distances
[ — rD/2,rD/2] of A-type dislocations from the Bo-type
dislocation sustained at x = —D/2. A similar calcula-
tion is also done for A-type dislocations.
We find that the energy per unit length of a symmetric
grain boundary with tilt angle 9 is
E = (AUEU +AwEw)e- (Eu+Ew)9\n9 ,
where
' 2-ff
(5)
v — In
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Here the core size is assumed, reasonably, to be £, times
max.(b,d), where £ is a dimensionless number of order
unity.
In crystals small-angle grain boundaries are arrays of
elementary dislocations since this minimizes the energy.
However, we find that in a quasicrystal the dislocations
in a grain boundary may be elementary or composite.
To see this, note that we can also construct the above
grain boundary by using composite dislocations with
Burgers vectors A(/v) = (ryv""'bo, -oN~ld0), B(N)
= (T/vbo,cr/vdo), obtained as the TVth iterate of the recur-
sive scheme BO—>• Bo + A, A—* BO, and D—•• rD. The u
parts of these Burgers vectors are larger and the w parts
are smaller than those of the original array. The energy
of this grain boundary is
u-Eu In0] - Ew In6] .
Minimizing E (/v) (at fixed 9) with respect to TV, we find
that the optimal array has Burgers vectors with magni-
tudes
Thus, no clumping of dislocations in the grain boundary
will occur unless the phason elastic constant K\ is suf-
ficiently large. For substantial clumping (AT|//i)' /4 must
be much larger than 1.
We emphasize that we have obtained the energy of a
specific array [type (1)] of dislocations that leads to an
acceptable grain boundary. We have not carried out a
global energy minimization that would yield the thermo-
dynamically stable grain boundary. Of course, the quali-
tative form of Eq. (5) and our results on clumping
should not be affected by such a global minimization.
Note that each dislocation in our grain boundary pro-
duces appreciable fields only within a region around it
whose linear size is of the order of the dislocation spac-
ing D. Our treatment therefore assumes an equilibrium
elastic theory description only out to length scales of or-
der D. For 9=3° and u Burgers vector =5 A, Z> = 100
A. If we assume ' ' phason relaxation proceeds at the
same rate as vacancy diffusion (10 '2 cm2/sec), then
phasons should have equilibrated on length scales of or-
der D in a few seconds. Our description is therefore
justified.
We expect qualitatively similar results for three-
dimensional quasicrystals. We will publish the details of
our calculations elsewhere along with straightforward
generalizations of our calculations to asymmetric boun-
daries, to the case of three-dimensional12 and decago-
nal 1 2 quasicrystals, and to incommensurate crystals.13
The equilibrium shapes of grain inclusions in quasicrys-
tals will follow simply from our results.14
After this work was completed, we came to know of
work15 by Rivier and Lawrence, Gratias and Thalal, and
Sutton where it is pointed out that irrational boundaries
in periodic crystals are quasiperiodic structures.
We hope our results will lead to careful experiments
on grain boundaries in quasicrystals. Detailed micros-
copy should reveal the quasiperiodic arrangement of
dislocations in the boundary, which is the most impor-
tant qualitative result of our theory. Also, the angle
dependence of the grain-boundary energy should be
measurable.4 Lastly, measurements of the elastic con-
stants of quasicrystals would make it possible to test our
ideas on clumping, although detailed comparison will
only be possible after calculations have been done for a
three-dimensional system.
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